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Abstract
This paper proposes a method of solving 3D large deformation frictional contact problems with the Cartesian Grid Finite
Element Method. A stabilized augmented Lagrangian contact formulation is developed using a smooth stress field as stabilizing
term, calculated by Zienckiewicz and Zhu Superconvergent Patch Recovery. The parametric definition of the CAD surfaces
(usually NURBS) is considered in the definition of the contact kinematics in order to obtain an enhanced measure of the
contact gap. The numerical examples show the performance of the method.1
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1 Introduction1
The so-called immersed boundary Finite Element (FE)2
methods have recently acquired notable relevance in the com-3
putational mechanics field. The benefits of these methods4
include: virtually automatic domain discretization, suitabil-5
ity for efficient structural shape optimization and simplicity6
performing multigrid analysis. The present paper is based on7
the Cartesian grids Finite Element Method (cgFEM) [26], in8
which the domain is discretized by Cartesian grids indepen-9
dent of the geometry. The distinguishing feature of cgFEM is10
its ability to take into account the exact CAD definition of the11
geometry, given by NURBS. The development of a suitable12
contact formulation for the immersed boundary framework13
could be of interest for efficiently solving a number of dif-14
ferent problems, e.g. wear simulation or fretting fatigue. In15
[15] the cgFEM is applied to directly create FE models from16
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medical images. The simulation of the contact interaction 17
between CAD defined prostheses and living tissue, of great 18
interest to the scientific community, can also be solved within 19
this framework. 220
In this work a formulation for solving 3D frictional con- 21
tact problems under large deformations is proposed, using an 22
immersed boundary method based on Cartesian grids. The 23
novelties of the present work are the use of a smooth stress 24
field to iteratively evaluate the stabilizing term and the inclu- 25
sion of the NURBS surface in the contact kinematics. The 26
work presented in this paper represents an extension of a pre- 27
vious work [41], in which a stabilized formulation for solving 28
frictionless contact problems was introduced and applied to 29
body-fitted Finite Element meshes. 30
In the standard Finite Element Method (FEM) the mesh is 31
conforming to the geometry. This means that the boundary is 32
approximated by element faces defined from nodes lying on 33
the boundary. Therefore, the geometry is approximated using 34
the FE approximation (FE interpolation functions) used to 35
define the solution. This provides a simple method of describ- 36
ing the domain in which the accuracy of the surface definition 37
will depend on the level of refinement of the mesh. In this case 38
the normal field is discontinuous between elements, which is 39
an issue to consider when it comes to solving contact prob- 40
lems, as the measures of the gap between contact bodies 41
are strongly influenced by the accuracy of the definition of 42
the surfaces [28,43]. Some studies have tried to improve the 43
quality of the contact kinematics description using various 44
approaches, such as an averaged normal field [34,46], the 45
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construction of smooth surfaces to evaluate the contact gap46
[28,43], and the application of the isogeometric analysis [22]47
to solve contact problems (see e.g. [10,11,39]). In this paper48
we include the NURBS surfaces in the contact kinematics to49
describe the reference configuration and enhance the accu-50
racy of the gap measurements, while keeping the standard51
Finite Element interpolation for the solution of the problem.52
The mortar method [9] has been used to successfully solve53
large deformation frictional contact problems [10,11,14,16,54
34,39,42,46]. Its main advantage over node-to-segment for-55
mulations is that the finite element optimal convergence56
rate of the solution is guaranteed, as the Brezzi–Babuska57
InfSup condition is fulfilled. However, the mortar method58
cannot be directly applied to deal with immersed boundary59
methods because it is cumbersome to find an appropriate60
Lagrange multipliers field that fulfills the InfSup condition61
[13]. The Vital Vertex method [7] can be used to find com-62
patible displacement and stress fields, and was applied to 2D63
large sliding contact with XFEM in [29]. Other attempts to64
solve frictional contact using immersed boundary methods65
were in the context of simulating crack propagation with the66
eXtended Finite Element Method (X-FEM) [12,24,25,36].67
Stabilized formulations are another alternative to overcom-68
ing this problem. Several works on this topic have been69
published, starting with stabilized Lagrange multipliers for-70
mulations for body-fitted meshes to solve small sliding 2D71
contact [21,35] and large deformation contact [30,33] in 2D72
and 3D.73
Stabilized formulations have been recently adapted to74
embedded domains. In [18] a stabilized augmented Lagrange75
formulation is developed for frictionless contact. A stabi-76
lized formulation based on the Nitsche method is presented77
in [4,5] for small sliding contact in 2D and 3D respectively.78
In both formulations the stabilizing term involves the finite79
element tractions. All these contributions indicate that devel-80
oping contact formulations for immersed boundary methods81
is an active research field. To the authors’ knowledge no pre-82
vious work has considered 3D CAD geometries and large83
deformation frictional contact for immersed boundary meth-84
ods. A relevant difference between the proposed formulation85
and other works is its use of a smooth stress field (σ ∗) as86
stabilizing term, calculated by the Zienckiewicz and Zhu87
Superconvergent Patch Recovery [37,47]. With this choice88
there are fewer terms to evaluate in the tangent matrix, the89
formulation is displacement-based and the optimal conver-90
gence rate is maintained. It also eases the introduction of91
plasticity into the problem, as the finite element stress is not92
involved in the formulation (see [40]). The proposed for-93
mulation consists of two nested loops, similar to an Uzawa94
algorithm: the inner loop evaluates the contact active set and95
the stabilizing term is updated in an external loop.96
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the97
continuum formulation to solve the contact problem. The98
contact kinematics and its features regarding the cgFEM 99
is described in Sect. 3. The FE stabilized formulation is 100
obtained in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we propose an iterative scheme 101
to solve the contact problem. Finally, some numerical exam- 102
ples are shown in Sect. 6. Appendices A and B provide with 103
details of the variation and linearization of some auxiliar 104
terms of the problem formulation. 105
2 Continuum formulation 106
Here we describe the continuum formulation of the frictional 107
contact problem and introduce all the notation used through 108
the paper. The basic scheme of the contact between two elas- 109
tic bodies, is shown in Fig. 1. We divide the boundary of each 110
body Γ (i), into the Dirichlet boundary Γ (i)D , the Neumann 111
boundary Γ (i)N and the area of the boundary where contact 112
may occur, Γ (i)C . 113
2.1 Continuum contact kinematics 114
Let x(1) be the position of any point in the so called slave 115
contact surface, Γ (1)C . We use a ray-tracing technique [33,42] 116
to define the contact point pairs, i.e. we intersect the master 117
contact surface Γ (2)C at x
(2) with a line emanating from x(1) 118
in the direction of the normal vector to the slave surface n(1). 119





· n(1) (1) 121
In order to enforce frictional contact constraints it is also nec- 122
essary to define an appropriate relative velocity, from which 123
the increment of the relative movement ġ dt is obtained 124
[23,44] between the bodies in contact. Details of the calcu- 125
lation are not shown here, as it will be explained in Sect. 3.3 126






























Fig. 1 Scheme of two deformable bodies in contact. The red and blue
lines depict the contact boundaries Γ (i)
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2.2 Weak formulation for frictional contact128
The weak formulation of the Tresca frictional problem can129
be derived from the augmented Lagrangian functional [33,130






























where u is the displacement field and λ is the Lagrange134
multiplier vectorial field. We assume a hyperelastic mate-135
rial behavior so Π(u) represents the potential energy of the136
bodies, including the external forces applied. κ1 > 0 is a137
penalty constant that keeps the problem solution unchanged.138




I − n(1) ⊗ n(1)
)
(3)141





− x i f x ≤ 0
0 i f x > 0
(4)143
and the projection operator PB(n,s) (x) which is defined as144
the projection of x both on the tangent plane Tn and on a145





Tnx i f ‖Tnx‖ ≤ s
s Tnx
‖Tnx‖
i f ‖Tnx‖ > s
(5)147
The stabilized Coulomb frictional contact formulation pro-148
posed in this work will be obtained by modifying the149
functional in 2. Taking variations in this equation and assum-150




















λ · n(1) + κ1gN
]
−
δgN + PB(n,s) (λ − κ1ġ dt) δg
)









λ · n(1) + κ1gN
]
−
n(1) + λ − PB(n,s) (λ − κ1ġ dt)
)
δλ dΓ = 0, ∀δλ
(6)
153
where the variations of g, ġ dt , and gN are a function of154
δu. The first term in the upper equation is the virtual work155
of the internal and external forces, so the formulation in 156
(6) can be applied to a general class of material behaviour. 157
The contact integral in the first equation in (6) is the virtual 158
work of the contact forces. The second equation contains the 159
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions in normal direction, and the 160
frictional contact behaviour in the tangent plane. We can now 161
modify the projection PB to consider Coulomb friction, i.e. 162
replacing the friction limit s with µ [λN + κ1gN ]−, as done 163
in [33]. 164
After defining the weak form of the continuum problem, 165
we replace the displacement and the Lagrange multiplier 166
fields by appropriate finite element approximations, uh ∈ 167
U h and λh ∈ M h, to obtain a numerical solution. U h is the 168
space of piecewise polynomials of degree p = 1 or p = 2 169
in our case. Details on the selection of the Lagrange multi- 170
plier approximation space are given in Sect. 4. For the sake 171
of simplicity of the notation we will omit the superscript h 172
when denoting the finite element variables from now on. 173
3 Finite element contact kinematics 174
In this section we will define all the kinematic variables 175
involved in the solution of the contact problem in the cgFEM, 176
the normal contact gap gN , the relative displacement ġ dt and 177
the gap vector g, and their respective variations. 178
In the cgFEM [26,27] the analysis domain Ω is fully 179
embedded in a regular cuboid Ωh which is much easier to 180
mesh than Ω , see Fig. 2. This domain Ωh is meshed with a 181
sequence of regular Cartesian grids. There will be elements 182
completely inside the domain and elements intersected by 183
the boundary. The elements external to the domain are not 184
considered in the analysis. 185
The geometry is defined by NURBS surfaces. Figure 3 186
shows the undeformed configuration of an element inter- 187
sected by an arbitrary NURBS surface. Three different 188
reference systems appear in the Figure: these are the global 189
reference system X0 ≡ {x0, y0, z0}, the parametric reference 190
system of the NURBS surface ξ ≡ {ξ, η} and the local ref- 191
erence system of the finite element ζ e ≡
[







Due to the regularity of all the elements in the mesh, the 193
transformation from global coordinates in the undeformed 194
configuration X0 to element local coordinates ζ e of any point 195
is performed with the following affine transformation: 196
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Fig. 2 Mesh creation with cgFEM. The analysis domain Ω (left) is embedded in a Cartesian grid Ωh (right). Elements external to the geometry







Fig. 3 Scheme of the different reference systems involved in the defini-
tion of the contact kinematics. The hexahedra represents a finite element





where Xe are global coordinates of the centroid of the element198
in the initial configuration and h is the size of the element.199
We define the position vector x(i) for any point in Ω(i) as in200
Eq. (8), where X(i)0 represents the undeformed configuration201






Equation (8) is valid for the whole domain, including the205
particular case of the contact surface,Γ (i)c . In this work we are206
interested in enhancing the definition of Γ (i)c using the CAD 207
geometry. We therefore use the NURBS definition of the 208
boundary for the undeformed position for any point located at 209
Γ
(i)
c . NURBS surfaces [31,38] are rational functions defined 210























These functions are a result of a tensor product between one- 213
dimensional basis functions of order p and q (N (p)i , M
(q)
j ). 214
The basis functions are defined along two knot vectors with 215
(n × m) control points and Pi, j coordinates. 216
Finally, the definition of the position vector for any point 217
x(i) located at Γ (i)c results in: 218







(i) ∈ Γ (i)c (10) 219
where N j (ζ e) are the finite element shape functions and u
(i)
j 220
are the nodal displacements of the discretization. 221
3.1 Normal gap 222
We recall here the definition of the normal gap gN , where the 223
position vectors have already been defined in (10): 224
gN =
(
x(2)(ξ (2)) − x(1)
)
· n(1) (11) 225
A ray-tracing technique is used to find the contact point ξ (2), 226
i.e., given a certain point x(1) and its surface normal vector 227
n(1), we solve (11), rearranged as: 228
x(1) + gN n





























This non-linear equation is solved using a Newton-Raphson230
scheme where the unknowns are ξ (2) and gN . This solver231
uses the derivative of (12) with respect to the NURBS232
local coordinates. The relation between the surface para-233
metric coordinates and the element local coordinates is234
obtained considering that for a point located on Γ (i)c , X
(i)
0 ≡235
S(i) (ξ, η), and substituting (9) into (7)236
ζ e =
S(i) (ξ, η) − Xe
h/2
(13)237
and taking derivatives with respect to the NURBS local coor-238

















The calculation of the first derivatives of the NURBS follows241
a simple procedure (see [38] for example). The first deriva-242
tives have a similar definition to (9) with a lower order basis243
functions. Therefore the surface derivatives can be treated as244
auxiliary NURBS surfaces, and the evaluation of the NURBS245
derivatives is reduced to a standard NURBS surface evalua-246
tion.247
The normal vector n(1) is constructed using the tangent248
vectors to the surface, s(1)ξ and s
(1)











































































3.2 Variation of the normal gap256
The contact problem formulation in (6) needs the definition of257
the normal gap variation. Instead of using the exact variation258
obtained from (11) we use an approximation which was also259















The exact variation of δgN also requires the derivatives δξ , 265
δη, which will be omitted for the evaluation of the contact 266
force. However, the exact derivative of gN will be evaluated 267
for the linearization of the problem. The loss of symmetry 268
and angular momentum conservation that this choice implies 269
is also discussed in references [33,34]. 270
3.3 Tangent contact 271
Figure 4 schematically shows the evolution of two bodies in 272
sliding contact from step t to step t + 1. At time t the slave 273
point x(1)t is in contact with point x
(2)
t (ξ t ). Since sliding has 274
occurred at time t + 1 the contact point pair changes from 275
the previous ξ t to the new location ξ t+1. At that moment the 276
position of the previous and the current master points are 277
x
(2)
t+1(ξ t ) and x
(2)
t+1(ξ t+1) respectively. This variation of the 278
position is defined as ∆t g, which is depicted by the thick 279
blue arrow in Fig. 4: 280









This incremental definition of the relative velocity was first 282
proposed in [42] for the 2D case and here we extend the 283
details of its computation for 3D frictional problems and 284
Cartesian grids. Although we skip the h index, this variable 285
is defined for the finite element discretization and can only 286
approximate the continuum variable ġ dt , since the time step 287
increments used for the solution are not necessarily small. 288
This definition is objective (frame independent), as proven 289
in [17], and is similar to the one proposed in [46]. 290
For the frictional contact problem we only consider the 291
projection of this relative velocity onto the tangent plane in 292
the current step Tn . We can use the following relation: 293
x
(2)
t+1(ξ t+1) = x
(1)
t+1 + gt+1 (21) 294
and gt+1 is normal to the tangent plane, so: 295
Tn x
(2)
t+1(ξ t+1) = Tn x
(1)
t+1 (22) 296
With this consideration we can use the alternative definition 297
of the projected relative velocity as: 298
Tn∆


























































Fig. 4 Sliding kinematics scheme. In the configuration t , a point x(1)t is in contact with a point with local surface coordinates ξ t . After sliding
occurs, the same point x(1)t+1 will be contacting with a point x
(2)
t+1(ξ t+1)
This definition will provide us with a simpler linearization301
as it is shown in Appendix B. It is worth noting that, despite302
using the previous contact coordinates ξ t to evaluate the rel-303
ative velocity, only the current configuration is taken into304
account. Note that in the case of sticking between the solids305
there is no change of the contact coordinates, then ξ t+1 = ξ t306




t g = x(2)(ξ) − x(1) = g (24)309
This simplification will be useful for the stick contact formu-310
lation.311
The variation of the gap vector is also used in the frictional312
contact formulation for the stick case, and defined with the313
simple expression:314
δg = δu(2)(ξ) − δu(1) (25)315
Again the derivatives δξ , δη will be omitted for the eval-316
uation of the contact force, but will be considered for the317
linearization of the problem.318
4 Finite element stabilized contact319
formulation320
It is difficult to find a Lagrange multiplier field that fulfills the321
inf-sup condition in the immersed boundary framework [8].322
The different methods of overcoming this problem include323
new formulations of the contact problem, such as modi-324
fications of the Nitsche method and stabilized Lagrangian325
formulations [3,18,20]. Here we extend the frictionless con- 326
tact formulation first proposed in [41] to deal with frictional 327
contact problems. Our proposed solution combines a sta- 328
bilized augmented Lagrange formulation with the use of a 329
smooth stress field T∗ = σ ∗ · n(1) in the stabilizing term. 330
The smooth stress field used to stabilize the formulation 331
must fulfill the following property [19,40] in order to obtain 332








‖σ ∗‖2 (26) 334
with C independent of the mesh size. This condition 335
states that the norm of the tractions on the boundary 336
must be bounded by the norm of the stress field on the 337
domain. 338
We use the field proposed in [42], which is based on 339
the Zienckiewicz and Zhu Superconvergent Patch Recovery 340
[37,47]. With this technique a smooth stress field is obtained 341
by solving a small minimization problem at each node of the 342
mesh. Once the displacements are known, the information of 343
the solution at all the elements attached to the node is used to 344
obtain σ ∗. As the stabilizing term has information not only 345
from the boundary elements but also from the surrounding 346
interior elements, it can be proven that the optimal conver- 347
gence rate for the FE solution is achieved, even if there are 348
elements cut by the boundary with a low ratio between the 349
intersected material volume and the whole element volume. 350
This definition requires an iterative procedure to solve the 351
problem, which will be detailed in Sect. 5. 352
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We modify the augmented Lagrangian functional (2) with353









































where the simplification PB(x) ≡ PB(n(1),µ[λN +κ1gN ]−)(x) is358
introduced. This extra term penalizes the difference between359
the multiplier λ and the stress field using a penalty constant360
κ2 > 0. In [40] the penalty constant is defined as κ2 = C/h361
with h being the mesh size and C a positive constant. It was362
proved for Dirichlet boundary conditions that, for C greater363
than a certain value depending only on the material properties364
and the degree of discretization, the problem is stable and the365
optimal convergence is reached.366



































λ · n(1) + κ1gN
]
−
















δλ dΓ = 0, ∀δλ
(28)
369
Remark In this paper we will enforce the contact constraint370
only on surface Γ (1)C for the sake of simplicity. However,371
[41] shows how to use a double pass strategy to enforce the372





The requirements for the multiplier space to reach optimal376
convergence is that λh be a piecewise interpolation in the377
element of degree at least p − 1, where p is the interpolation378
degree used to define uh . As there is no need to define a con-
tinuous piecewise interpolation, we define a multiplier for 379
each of the quadrature points used for the numerical integra- 380
tion. The Lagrange multipliers can the be condensed element 381
by element as described in [41] (or even for every quadrature 382
point), similar to the procedure followed in [6]. This elim- 383
ination has some advantages: (a) the number of degrees of 384
freedom of the problem does not increase, and (b) the system 385
remains positive definite. 386
Remark The contact integrals over Γ (1)C are numerically 387
calculated on the integration points where the Lagrange mul- 388
tipliers are defined. This introduces an integration error, 389
which is small if the number of integration points is high 390
enough. 391
4.2 Frictionless contact formulation 392
The variational form for the Coulomb frictional contact in 393
(28) can be simplified for the particular case of frictionless 394



































(λN − pN ) δλN dΓ = 0, ∀δλN
(29) 397
398




· n(1). Taking into account the numerical inte- 400
gration, we have one equation for every quadrature point, 401
depicted with the subindex g. Then, the following result can 402
be obtained if we condense the Lagrange multipliers in the 403





κ2gN g + pN g i f
[











Substituting the Lagrange multiplier in (29) we will have the 406
following equation to solve the normal contact problem. 407
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∣ are the respective quadrature weight and411
Jacobian of the transformation, and κ E
h
= (κ1 + κ2) with E412
being the Young’s modulus and h the mesh size. This result413
is similar to the one obtained in [18] with the advantage414
of having less integrals to evaluate as no derivatives of the415
stabilizing traction are involved in the formulation. Further416
discussion on the values of the stabilizing term can be found417
in [41].418
4.3 Frictional contact formulation419
Here we extend the stabilized formulation to the Coulomb420
frictional contact case with large deformations. We assume421









otherwise the problem equation would remain as the sec-423
ond equation in (31). We can again substitute the value at the424
quadrature points of λN obtained in (30), so that the Coulomb425








. It is also possi-426
ble to condense element-wise the Lagrange multipliers using427
the second equation in (28). In order to do that, we will distin-428
guish between the different states during frictional contact,429
the sticking case and the sliding case.430
Starting with the stick state, we can substitute the corre-431












λ · n(1) + κ1gN
]
−


















n(1) +Tnλ. Therefore, the Lagrange multiplier can437










After substituting the value in the first equation of (28), and440
taking into account the simplification of (24) g = gN n(1) −441
Tn∆
t g valid only for the stick case, the contact contribution442
to the problem in the case of stick is written as:443















The elimination of the Lagrange multipliers in the friction- 445
less and stick cases allows the problem to be transformed 446
into a modified penalty method, with the advantages men- 447
tioned above. However, the elimination of the multipliers for 448
the sliding case is cumbersome, as in this case the second 449





λ · n(1) + κ1gN
]
−
















We can project this equation on the normal direction n(1) 452
and the tangent plane Tn . The first projection yields the the 453
same equation that was discussed in the frictionless case (30). 454




























= 0 (36) 458
This is the slip condition that, roughly speaking, (neglecting 459
the stabilizing term, λ = T∗) forces the tangent projection 460








direction of Tn∆t g. The addition of the stabilization term, 462
if pT = Tn · T
∗ is chosen in the direction of Tn∆t g and 463
modulus µpN , becomes again the same constraint, so the 464
equation is redundant. 465
Only the direction of Tnλ is involved in the first equation 466
in (28). We formulate an alternative approach for the sliding 467
problem that will lead to the same solution by modifying 468
this equation. We consider that the direction of Tnλ is the 469
same as the direction of κ2Tn∆t g + pT , which also has the 470
direction of Tn∆t g in the problem solution. In order to avoid 471
convergence problems, the transition between stick and slip 472
has to be continuous. This is achieved with the following 473
substitution: 474
Tnλ = κ2Tn∆
t g + pT (37) 475
Introducing this substitution into the first equation in (28) we 476
obtain the final equation to solve the sliding problem: 477





















































This approximation means the sliding problem can be for-481
mulated with a modified penalty method similar to those482
obtained for the frictionless and sticking cases. The numer-483
ical examples in Sect. 6 show that the convergence is still484
achieved.485
The stabilizing smooth stress field pN and pT are consid-486
ered independent of the solution u in the linearization step.487
The values are iteratively updated in the problem solution as488
shown in the next Section.489
5 Problem solution490
The formulation obtained to solve the frictional contact prob-491


























































































δΠ(u, δu) + δΠCSl (u, δu) = 0
(39)493
The first equation corresponds to the case of no active contact494
condition. The evaluation of δΠCSt is found in (34), whereas495
δΠCSl is defined in (38).496
5.1 Solution algorithm497
The choice of the stabilizing term T∗ requires an iterative pro-498
cess to solve (39). The proposed procedure, first introduced499
in [41] is shown in Algorihm 1.500
During the N–R loop the contact status for each integration501
point on the contact boundary Γ (1)C is evaluated. When any502
integration point becomes active, it is set to stick contact for503
its first iteration. After that, the slip condition is evaluated and504
the relative velocity is calculated for the sliding integration505
points.506
An additional loop is needed for the solution of the507
problem to update the stabilizing stress field. Here it is508
called augmentation loop because of the similarities with509
the augmented Lagrange multipliers approach. Our experi-510
ence shows that the number of augmentations is usually low,511
Algorithm 1 Problem resolution scheme
Update boundary conditions
Update pN and pT from previous converged step
Set all previous contact points to stick state.
ξ t ← previous step’s ξ
while Residual > T ol do Augmentation loop





Check active quadrature points. (λN < 0)







if ‖λT ‖ ≥ µ |λN | then
Change status to Slip
else
Evaluate contact using (34) (Stick)
end if
end for
for all Active slip points do
Evaluate ∆t gt
Evaluate contact using (38) (Slip)
end for
Evaluate residual of (39)
Solve ∆u in (39)
end while
Update pN and pT
Evaluate residual of (39)
end while
so the computational cost of the solution is not substantially 512
increased. 513
5.2 Linearization 514
The Newton–Raphson solver needs the linearization of the 515
equations that solve the contact problem. This work will only 516
describe the linearization of δΠC for both stick and slip cases. 517













∣ Hg (40) 520
The definition of the linearization ∆g is in this case equiv- 521
alent to its variation (25), as there is no change of contact 522
coordinates during the stick state. The linearization of the 523
contact contribution in the slip state is shown in (42). For the 524
sake of simplicity, the following definition has been included 525


















































































In this case ∆gN , ∆δgN , ∆∆t gt and ∆δg have to be eval-533
uated. As stated in Sect. 3.1, the exact derivative must be534
calculated for the linearization terms. To evaluate ∆gN we535
rearrange (1) and take variations:536









= ∆u(1) + ∆gN n
(1) + gN ∆n
(1) (44)539
540
Note that as we are using a ray-tracing scheme to define the541
contact point pairs, the fixed point is located on the slave542
body, and the coordinates of the master body are variable.543
This is contrary to the case of using a closest projection544
scheme to define the contact point pairs.545
As n(1) is a unit vector, then ∆n(1) · n(1) = 0 and n(1) ·546
n(1) = 1. Therefore, if we multiply (44) by n(1)547
∆gN = (∆u




+ s(2)η · n
(1)∆η (45)549
where the variables ∆ξ and ∆η can be calculated solving the550
linear system of Eqs. (46) resulting from multiplying (44) by551
vectors s(1)ξ and s
(1)

















































The terms ∆ξ , ∆η are considered for the calculation of ∆δgN556
and ∆δg. Therefore, starting from (18) and (25) these incre-557




(1))∆ξ + (δs(2)η · n
(1))∆η559




(1))∆ξ + (δs(2)η · n
(1))∆η561
+ (δu(2) − δu(1)) · ∆n(1) (48)562
The details of the calculation of δs(2)ξ , δs
(2)
η and ∆n(1) and563


































Fig. 5 Example 1. Sketch of the contact problem between two elastic
cubes in contact
The linearizations of the Jacobian is also considered, but 565
not shown in this paper as they are standard terms. Its calcu- 566
lation can be easily performed using the tools developed in 567
Appendix A. 568
6 Numerical examples 569
6.1 Contact between plane surfaces 570
Figure 5 left shows a 2D sketch of the first numerical exam- 571
ple, which is the contact simulation between plane surfaces, 572
represented by two elastic cubes. The orientation of the 573
reference system is also shown in the figure, x being the 574
out of plane direction. The separation in the sketch is only 575
for the sake of clarity, as the contact surfaces are overlap- 576
ping at the initial configuration. A vertical displacement 577
d = −1.6 × 10−6m is applied on the upper face of body 578
2. The displacements along y direction are constrained on 579
the upper face of body 2 and on the lower face of body 1. 580
Finally, symmetry conditions are applied to the faces parallel 581
to the yz plane, i.e. this problem can also be analyzed as a 582
plane strain problem. The values of the pressure applied on 583
two lateral faces of body 1 are py = 4×1011(0.01− z)z Pa 584
and pz = 10 × 1011(0.01 − z)z Pa. Material properties 585
are common for both bodies, the Young modulus being 586
E = 115G Pa and the Poisson coeficient ν = 0.3. 587
First we will test the convergence of the solution solving 588
a frictionless contact case. Although there is no analytical 589
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Error in energy norm
Linear elements Quadratic elements
Fig. 7 Example 1: Evolution of the error in the energy norm as a func-
tion of the element size for the frictionless contact case. Analysis of the
convergence of the solution. The element size is referred to the lower
body
solution for this problem, we will use the solution of a 2D590
overkill mesh from [42] as a reference to measure the dis-591
cretization error. Non-conforming Cartesian grids are used592
on both bodies. Figure 6 shows some of the meshes used for593
the analysis. The initial mesh consists in a 3 × 3 × 3 grid594
for the upper body and a 4 × 4 × 4 grid for the lower body.595
In order to avoid nodes over the boundary for this test, the596
initial grids are built adding a small offset to the cubes. A set597
of uniformly h-refined meshes is then built by subdividing598
each element into 8 new elements. Figure 7 shows the rela-599
tive error in energy norm for a sequence of 5 meshes using600
linear elements, H8, and 3 meshes using quadratic elements601
, H20. The results show that the theoretical convergence rate602
of the error in energy norm, represented by the triangles, is 603
achieved both for H8 and H20 elements. 604
The recovered contact stress pN is shown in Fig. 8 for 605
the solution of the finest mesh. In this figure, positive values 606
of stresses represent compression. The graph on the right 607
shows the evolution of the contact stress on the yz plane (this 608
profile remains constant along the x direction) for meshes 2 609
to 5. The results show that the values of the contact pressure 610
appropriately converge to the reference solution from [42]. 611
Now the same problem is solved considering frictional 612
contact with a friction coefficient µ = 1.0. In this case we 613
have used non-conforming manually h-adapted meshes for 614
both bodies, as depicted in Fig. 9. Starting with the initial 615
mesh of Fig. 5, we refined the elements over the contact sur- 616
face multiple times. The surrounding elements were refined 617
as well to keep the difference of the refinement level between 618
adjacent elements below or equal to one. 619
The results of this problem are shown in Fig. 10. The 620




gN and λT = pT +
κ E
h
gT . The blue dashed line 622
represents the values of −λN . We can observe the slip and 623
stick areas, with ‖λT ‖ = µ |λN | over the sliding area and 624
‖λT ‖ ≤ µ |λN | over the adhesion area. All these results are 625
similar to those obtained in [42]. The values of the smoothed 626
stress field pN and ‖pT ‖ are represented in the graph on the 627
right. This smoothed field is evaluated without taking into 628
account any constraint, hence the differences between the 629
multiplier values. The imposition of the contact constraints 630
to evaluate this smoothed field to get a better solution using 631
the SPR-C technique [37] will be considered in future work. 632
6.2 Hollow sphere under internal pressure 633
The second example consists of a hollow sphere under inter- 634
nal pressure, which is divided into two independent volumes. 635
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Mesh 2 Mesh 3 Mesh 4
Mesh 5 Reference
·10−2
Fig. 8 Example 1. Frictionless contact. Left: Normal stress on the contact area (positive values of the stress stand for compression). Right: Evolution
of values of the normal stress, along a path that follows the y direction, with mesh refinement
Fig. 9 Example 1. Frictional contact h-adapted mesh. The image on the right shows a detail of the refinement of the mesh along the contact surface
of the bottom body
In this problem we have curved contact surfaces. We can636
exactly evaluate the discretization error, as there is an analyt-637
ical solution. It is easy to express the analytical solution of638
the problem in spherical coordinates (r , θ, φ). The transfor-639
mation from Cartesian to spherical coordinates is as follows:640
r =
√













































































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
·10−2·10
−2
Fig. 10 Example 1. Frictional contact along a path that follows the y direction. Left: values of the augmented Lagrange multipliers. Right: smoothed
stress field recovered using SPR
Fig. 11 Example 2. First calculation meshes. The sphere is divided into two volumes, which are discretized using non-conforming Cartesian grids
Then, the analytical stress field corresponding to this problem645
is:646

















P being the value of the compressive load applied to the648
internal surface of the sphere, a the inner radius and b the649
outer radius of the complete hollow sphere. For this example650
the smaller sphere has an inner radius a = 5, the outer radius651
of the bigger sphere is b = 20 and the contact interface is652
located at radius c = 15. One eighth of the hollow spheres653
with the appropriate symmetry conditions has been used to654
create the analysis model, as shown in Fig. 11. The material655
properties chosen for the problem are E = 1000, ν = 0.3.656
The applied internal pressure is P = 1.657
Following the procedure used in the previous example, a658













Error in energy norm
Linear elements Quadratic elements
Fig. 12 Example 2. Energy norm error of the solution as a function
of the element size. Analysis of the convergence of the solution. The
optimal convergence rates are depicted by the triangles below the curves
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Fig. 13 Example 3. Scheme of the ironing problem
Table 1 Parameters of the ironing problem
Young modulus of the slab ESlab 100 (GPa)
Poisson coefficient of the slab νSlab 0.3
Young modulus of the sphere ESphere 1000 (GPa)
Poisson coefficient of the sphere νSphere 0.3
Vertical displacement of the sphere ∆uz −0.3 (mm)
Horizontal displacement of the sphere ∆u y 5 (mm)
Friction coefficient µ 0.3
solved to test the convergence of the solution. The first calcu-660
lation mesh is shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows the evolution661
of the relative exact error in energy norm of the solution662
with H8 and H20 elements. The optimal convergence rate,663
depicted by the triangles in the graph, is again achieved for664
both element types.665
6.3 Frictional contact under large deformations666
The last example in this paper is an ironing problem under667
large deformations, similar to the ones solved in [42] and668
[17]. Figure 13 shows the dimensions of the bodies in contact.669
Material properties and displacements of the problem are670
shown in Table 1. The ironing block consists of a sphere671
















Fz , refined 8 Fz , uniform 8 Fz , uniform 20
Fz , ANSYS coarse Fz , ANSYS ref. Fy , refined 8
Fy , uniform 8 Fy , uniform 20 Fy , ANSYS coarse
Fy , ANSYS ref.
Fig. 15 Example 3. Reaction forces on the lower face of the block
modelled by four surfaces. The upper surfaces of the sphere 672
are moved towards the slab in 5 time steps, after which a 673
motion along the y direction is applied using 80 time steps. 674
We used a Neo-Hookean material model [45] to consider 675
large deformations of the solids. 676
This problem was solved with three different meshes. Fig- 677
ure 14 shows the mesh for the first two analyses on the left, 678
with H8 elements for the first analysis and H20 elements for 679
the second. A manual h-adaptive refinement was performed 680
on the contact surface of the slab to create the third analy- 681
sis mesh (Fig. 14 right), using only H8 elements this time. 682
Two different meshes with H8 elements were solved using 683
ANSYS[1] in order to compare the results. The first of the 684
meshes was created using a discretization similar to the one 685
used in the first mesh in Fig. 14. The second was an overkilled 686
mesh which served as a reference. 687
Figure 15 shows the sum of the vertical and horizontal 688
reaction forces measured on the lower face of the slab for all 689
Fig. 14 Example 3. Calculation meshes of the ironing problem. Left: uniform initial meshes. Right: manually adapted mesh on the lower body
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Fig. 16 Example 3. Deformed configuration and vertical displacements
uz for the ironing problem for different load steps. On the top, the last
load step with only vertical displacement is represented. On the bottom,
results from load step 45. These results correspond to the analysis of a
coarse mesh using quadratic H20 elements
the analyses. The results are similar to those obtained with690
ANSYS, with the values of the reaction forces tending to691
the reference value with refinement of the mesh. It should692
be noted that the use of a coarse mesh with H20 elements693
provides a smooth evolution of the reaction forces, close to694
the reference values. This is thanks to the definition of the695
exact geometry, which is independent of the resolution of696
the mesh. In all cases the wave lengths of the oscillations697
that appear in the reaction forces are equal to the size of698
the mesh and are caused by the interaction of the discretized699
surfaces, which vary with the element size. The deformed700
configuration for two different load steps is represented in701
Fig. 16.702
7 Conclusions703
This paper has extended the formulation first proposed in704
[41] to the case of large deformation frictional contact. In705
this method a stabilization term that is iteratively computed is706
added to an augmented Lagrangian formulation, after which 707
the Lagrange multipliers are condensed for the stick and slide 708
case, ensuring a smooth transition between both states. 709
The formulation was implemented within the three dimen- 710
sional version of the Cartesian grid Finite Element Method 711
(cgFEM). For this purpose the deformed configuration was 712
defined as a combination of the NURBS surface definition 713
and the finite element displacement field, which allows the 714
exact definition of the boundaries to be taken into account, 715
an important factor in defining the contact kinematics. 716
Some numerical examples were solved to test the method, 717
using linear 8-node and quadratic 20-node elements. The 718
results show that the appropriate convergence rates are 719
achieved, and the transition between sticking and sliding 720
states is sufficiently smooth. Although the present work 721
may not outperform the more established body-fitted con- 722
tact formulations in terms of precision or efficiency, it allows 723
solving large sliding contact problems within the embedded 724
domain framework and would be of interest for the solution 725
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of problems like contact wear simulation, fretting fatigue or726
prosthesis-tissue interaction.727
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A Variation of normal and tangent vectors733

























































η we start from (16). We will only describe the740
calculation of δs(1)ξ as the other term, δs
(1)







































































The linearization of all these variables has the same struc-748
ture as the variation, so the variations δn(1), δs(1)ξ and δs
(1)
η749
can be directly substituted for the increments ∆n(1) , ∆s(1)ξ750
and ∆s(1)η .751
B Linearization of∆tgt752
























If we use the simplification of (56), the linearization of 755




































∆t gt · ∆d̂
]
(57) 759
Finally, for the linearization of d̂ we can rearrange Eq. (56) 760
as: 761















With this definition we have a clearer linearization term, 763



























− ∆u(1). Notice that the local 767
coordinates of the master body are not unknowns, but the 768
coordinates from the last converged step. 769
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